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ABSTRACT
Strength and failure characteristics of elastically-supported glass plates are
examined by performing full-scale breakage tests and numerical simulation which can
predict glass failure pressure. In full-scale breakage tests, three types of wind loading
were applied to the specimens, including dynamic loading created based on wind tunnel
measurement, up to plate failure. The results are consistent with the assumption that the
damage accumulation of glass is independent of loading patterns. In addition, the
numerical simulation, which was originally developed for simply-supported glass plates,
was modified so that it can be applicable to glass plates elastically supported. The
effects of several input parameters for the numerical simulation on the calculate failure
pressure were investigated in order to choose the best combination of these parameters
for closely replicating the full-scale breakage test results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Glass failure due to wind loading is caused by static fatigue, which is a
time-dependent reduction of strength after the application of a certain duration of load
(Minor 1981), and this needs to be considered for window design. Brown's integral as
shown in Eq.(1) (Brown 1972;1974) is a theoretical equation used to capture the static
fatigue;
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where tf is failure time, p(t) is applied pressure, s is a coefficient (generally its value is
determined as 10 to 20 (Brown 1972; Dalgliesh 1979; Kawabata 1996; Gavanski 2009)),
and DA'crit is damage accumulation at the critical crack on a glass surface. Eq.(1)
indicates that glass failure occurs when the damage accumulation reaches its critical
value.
Since the magnitude of damage accumulation, DA'crit, expressed in Eq.(1),
becomes too large to evaluate with ease, this figure is usually converted into an
equivalent load, which was historically used to examine load resistance capacities
(Holmes 1985; Kanabolo and Norville 1985; Reed 1993; Li et al. 1999; Ko et al. 2005).
The way to convert from DA'crit into equivalent loads is shown in Eq.(2);
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where peq is equivalent load, tref is reference time, and T is time of predicted wind
loading histories in design situation.
In order to perform this conversion on glass specimen, DA'crit, expressed in Eq.(1),
must be independent of loading pattern. Gavanski (2009) showed that Brown’s integral
is independent of loading pattern for glass plates which are simply supported at their
edges by conducting full-scale breakage tests.
However, glass plates used in actual buildings are not simply supported but
elastically supported by gasket at their edges (denoted as “elastic support condition”
hereafter). Therefore, it is necessary that the independence of DA'crit of loading pattern
needs to be proved for the elastic support condition.
Considering the background presented above, present study will performe
full-scale breakage tests using glass plates with elastic support condition in order to
examine the validity of Brown’s integral as well as to capture glass plate behavior under
wind loadings. Furthermore, the numerical simulation which can predict glass failure
pressure, originally developed by Simiu and Reed (1983; 1984), and employed by
Kawabata (1996) and Gavanski (2009), will be modified so that it can be applicable for
elastically-supported glass plates.
2. FULL-SCALE BREAKAGE TESTS
2.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
In order to apply dynamic wind pressure, “Pressure Loading Actuator” (PLA),
developed at University of Western Ontario (UWO), shown in Fig.1, was employed in
the present study. This loading device can replicate realistic, full-scale,
temporally-varying wind pressure. For details, the reader is referred to Kopp et al.
(2010).
In present study, monolithic annealed window glass plates whose size of
855mm×790mm×3mm, shown in Fig.2, were selected as test specimens. The edges of
glass plate are clamped with gasket and covered with aluminum frames as illustrated in
Fig.3. This edge condition will be referred as elastic support condition and allows the
glass plate to move in plane and out-of-plane and to rotate along the plate edge.
Each glass specimen was mounted in a pressure box connected to PLA with a

hose (Fig.4), in order to apply wind pressure. On the front face of this box, a plywood
panel fastened with several bolts acts as the support for the aluminum frames which
hold the glass specimen in place. Only negative pressures were applied so that most of
broken glasses get into the inside of pressure box for safety. Moreover, it is known that
initial strength of glass plate has a great deal of variation because it is directly related to
a surface condition of glass plate, and its variation affects full-scale breakage test
results (Gavanski 2009). Therefore, the window specimens which were produced in
same production line, delivered/preserved in same way, and paid close attention to their
handling were prepared with a corporation of a window manufacturing company.

Fig.1 Pressure Loading Actuator

Fig. 2 Window specimen

gasket

glass

aluminum
frame

Fig.3 Illustration of glass plate support

Fig.4 Pressure Box with window specimen

2.2 TEST CONFIGURATIONS
Three types of pressure traces were applied on specimens until glass failure, viz.,
2 ramp loadings (Ramp1, Ramp2) and realistic dynamic loading (Dynamic). For each
loading pattern, 20 specimens were utilized.
Two ramp loading rates were chosen to be consistent with those used by Miyoshi
(1964) and Gavanski (2009). “Ramp1” is a lower loading rate (16.4(Pa/sec)), and
“Ramp2” is a higher loading rate (230(Pa/sec)). In ramp loading tests, failure pressure
and failure time were recorded for comparing the results and coefficient s necessary for
Brown's integral was calculated.
Dynamic loading (Dynamic) was created using the wind pressure coefficient (Cp)
time series obtained from wind tunnel test with a low-rise residential building. Area

averaged wind pressure coefficients, CpA, whose tributary area is the same as the one
for window specimen and calculated using the tributary area method of Kopp et al.
(2005), were obtained for all walls of a testing model (B×D×H=9m×10m×8m) for all wind
directions. The location of window and wind direction which experience the largest CpA
was selected. With CpA time series corresponding to this window location and the wind
direction, wind pressure time histories (p(t)) were calculated using the following
equation;

p (t )  0.5 V f 2C pA (t )

(3)

where Vf is reference wind speed and ρ is air density. Vf =50(m/sec) was selected to
correspond with the maximum design wind speed in Japan specified in the AIJ
Recommendations . Since, Cp is referenced with dynamic wind pressure measured as
10(min) mean wind speed at a height of 10(m) in open country terrain, Vf needs to
correspond to this. Consequently, p(t) created in this way was employed as the input
pressure trace for dynamic loading.
If specimen does not break at the end of the application of this pressure trace, it
would have been desirable to keep applying the same pressure trace repeatedly until
failure, as was done in Gavanski (2009). However, we have decided to recalculate the
input pressure trace with increased Vf by 3(m/sec) and to apply the same specimen in
order to perform the test with relatively short testing time. The glass failure is evaluated
using DA'crit instead of the actual failure pressure level. In addition, the purpose of the
present tests was to examine whether different loading patterns affect the glass failure,
i.e., DA'crit. Hence, it is believed that the current method is still appropriate for the
purpose of this testing. It is noted that the pressure time histories for each scaling wind
speed were applied sequentially, with no pause for changes in Vf. Fig.5 provides an
example of an entire pressure time series that were applied to a specimen. Points when
Vf changes are indicated by a change in color.

Fig.5 Time histories of Dynamic that used in tests.

2.3 TEST RESULTS
General observations
Table.1 presents test results of all loading patterns. Failure
pressure, pf, is the pressure applied at the moment of failure, as measured by a
pressure transducer attached to the pressure box. Simple mean, pf_mean, maximum,
pf_max, minimum, pf_min, standard deviation, S.D, and coefficient of variation, COV, of
failure pressure among 20 specimens are calculated and shown in Table 1. Compared
to the typical COV values of glass strength of 0.22 (Beason 1980), those obtained for
the present test are relatively small (0.10~0.12), indicating less variability in failure
pressure. pf for faster loading (Ramp 2) is larger than those for slower loading (Ramp 1),
and this is consistent with the characteristic expected from Eq.(1), that is, the effect of a
change in loading rate on glass.
With respect to dynamic loading (Dynamic), it cannot be evaluated by failure
pressure since a same pressure level can occur at different time steps, meaning that
failure pressure cannot represent damage accumulation amount. Hence, equivalent
load, peq_3sec, expressed using Eq.(2), is presented for comparing with other loading
patterns. Reference time of 3(sec) was used, and coefficient s of 17 was used (the
choice of s value will be described in the next section). As a result, peq_3sec for Dynamic
seems to be larger than those for ramp loadings. The possible reason for this difference
will be discussed later.
Table.1 Statistics of failure pressure and equivalent load
Loading Rate
The # of specimens
Temperature Range
Humidity Range
pf_mean

(Pa/sec)
(-)
(°C)
(%)
(kPa)

Ramp1
16.4
20
19-22
38-55
7.48

pf_max

(kPa)

8.74

10.38

n/a

pf_min
S.D
COV

(kPa)
(kPa)
(-)
(kPa)
(kPa)
(kPa)
(kPa)
(-)

5.78
0.92
0.12
8.47
9.99
6.42
1.11
0.13

6.71
0.89
0.10
8.45
10.26
6.45
0.92
0.11

n/a
n/a
n/a
9.88
11.38
6.84
1.14
0.12

peq_3sec_mean
peq_3sec_max
peq_3sec_min
S.D
COV

Ramp2
230
20
19-23
42-66
8.66

Dynamic
n/a
20
11-28
4-22
n/a

Calculation of Brown's integral coefficient s In order to convert damage accumulation
into equivalent load, the coefficient, s, in Eq.(1) should be evaluated. The value of s is
known to vary between 10 to 20 (Brown 1972; Dalgliesh 1979; Kawabata 1996;
Gavanski 2009) depending on glass type, glass geometry, critical crack location as well
as other factors. Thus, it was necessary to evaluate s from test results. Assuming that
Brown's integral is independent of loading rate, i.e., damage accumulations from two
ramp loadings are equal, which will be proved in the following section, Eq.(1) can be
converted into Eq.(4);

DA 'crit1  DA 'crit 2
(4)
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where p' is loading rate. Eq.(4) shows a relationship between failure pressures, pf, and
loading rates, p', and Fig.6 presents this relationship using the present test results. The
coefficient, s, was obtained to be about 17 using ensemble averages of 20 failure
pressure from two ramp loading test results. This value is in the range of s value
obtained in previous studies and this indicates the validity of present test results.
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Fig. 6 Determination of Brown's integral coefficient s
Validity of Brown’s integral
In order to present the validity of Brown’s integral among
different loading patterns, the damage accumulation, DA'crit, needs to be compared
using the present test results. However since its figure tends to be large, equivalent
loads expressed as shown in Eq.(2) was calculated instead. In present study, equivalent
loads for all loading patterns were calculated by using coefficient s=17 that was obtained
in the previous section. The reference time, tref, was necessary for the calculation of
equivalent load and was set to be 3(sec).
Fig.7 shows cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 3-sec equivalent load,

peq_3sec, for all loading patterns. The failure probability was plotted by Thomas method;
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where F is failure probability, i is the rank of specimen when they are in ascendant order
and N is the total number of specimens. As a numerical integration performed for
calculating damage accumulations, Simpson's rule was applied as shown in Eq.(6);
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where h is divided width among sampling data.

Fig.7 CDFs of 3-sec equivalent load.
The CDFs of both ramp loadings correspond reasonably well. By using a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, it was found that the null hypothesis of the difference
between these loading patterns as being zero cannot be rejected by using a 95%
confidence interval. However, the CDF of Dynamic does not follow those of ramp
loadings at all probability levels.
The reason for this discrepancy is likely to be the effect of humidity. As shown in
Table.1, the humidity during the ramp loading tests was much higher than the one
during the Dynamic test (the ramp loading tests were performed first and 2 month later,
the Dynamic test was performed, which was in December). Wiederhorn (1967) mentions
that the strength of glass decreases when humidity increases because the water
promotes the growth of crack at a glass surface. Consequently, glass plate failure was

delayed for the dynamic loading test compared to the ramp loading test and this resulted
in larger peq_3sec for Dynamic.
In order to examine this hypothesis, an additional experiment was carried out,
denoted as added_Ramp2, under the testing condition where humidity is as low as
those when Dynamic test was performed. Since there are only 5 glass plates left which
were manufactured in the same production line as others used for the test,
added_Ramp2 was performed with only 5 specimens, instead of 20. The peq_3sec of
added_Ramp2 is bigger than those of other ramp loading tests, and the CDF of peq_3sec
from added_Ramp2 shows a similar trend to the one from Dynamic regardless of a
small number of test specimens. By using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, it was found that
the null hypothesis of the difference as zero cannot be rejected by using a 95%
confidence interval. Hence, the difference in peq_3sec between the Dynamic and ramp
loadings seems to have been caused by the difference in humidity. Since the number of
specimen utilized was small, the presented results may not be sufficient enough to
validate Brown’s integral. However, we can conclude at least that results which disagree
with the applicability of Brown’s integral to ramp and dynamic loadings have not been
found in the present study and the further analysis will be performed assuming this
validity.

3. NUMERICAL SIMURATION
There is a numerical simulation method for predicting failure pressure of glass
plate subjected to wind loading, originally suggested by Simiu and Reed (1983; 1984)
and utilized by Kawabata (1996). In this simulation method, Simiu and Reed used
fracture mechanics in order to obtain time-dependent glass strength. Gavanski (2009)
performed comparisons between numerical simulation results and full-scale breakage
test results, assuming plates are simply-supported and modified the original simulation
method for its improvement.
In the present study, we attempt to modify this numerical simulation so that we can
use this for the glass plates whose edges are elastically supported.
3.1

METHODOLOGY
The methodology of the numerical simulation is briefly explained herein. For
further details, the reader is referred to Gavanski (2009). The time-dependent glass
strength of an element on a glass plate at location Mj, which contains a crack oriented
normal to αk after t (sec) of load application is described as;
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where Si (Mj, αk) is the initial strength of an element at point Mj that contains a crack
oriented normal to αk. KIC is a fracture toughness; KIi is an initial stress intensity factor; Y
is a geometrical shape factor; A and n are crack growth coefficients; and σa is the stress
at location (Mj, αk) after t (sec) of load application.
The value of Si (Mj, αk) is generated using the Monte-Carlo technique assuming
that Si (Mj, αk) follows the Weibull distribution as shown in Eq.(8);
m
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where P (Si, A', α1<α<α2) is the probability of the initial strength of an element whose
area is A' and which contains a crack having an orientation angle of α1<α<α2, S0(A',
α1<α<α2) is a scale parameter, and m is a shape parameter. S0(A', α1<α<α2) and m were
obtained by conducting ring-on-ring tests with small glass plate specimens.
The value of σa (Mj, αk, t) can be expressed as;

 a  M j ,  k , t    x  M j , t  cos 2  k   y  M j , t  sin 2  k  2 xy  M j , t  sin  k cos  k

(9)

where σx(Mj, t) and σy(Mj, t) are normal stress, and τxy(Mj, t) is shear stress at the each
element location Mj on the glass surface calculated by Finite Element Method (FEM)
analysis further explained in the next section.

By comparing the strength expressed in Eq.(7) and the stress expressed in Eq.(9)
at each location, Mj, direction, αk, and time, t, the failure is defined as the moment when
the relationship expressed in Eq.(10) is achieved;

 a  M j ,  k , t   S (M j ,  k , t )

(10)

The earliest failure time of all locations, Mj, and directions, αk, is defined as a failure time,
tf, of the glass plate. Fig.8 shows the flow chart of numerical simulation.
Assume a crack oriented in the direction normal to αk at Mj
of an element divided from a glass plate

Apply pressure p(t) on a glass plate
Apply random number (0~1)
for P(Si, A, α1<α<α2)
Obtain stress (σx, σy, τxy) at the
location of Mj corresponding to p(t).
This is calculated by FEM analysis.

Obtain Stress at a crack
located at Mj, oriented
normal to αk
σ(Mj, αk, t) from Eq.(9)

Move to next time step
t+Δt at the same (Mj, αk)
No (no failure)

Monte Carlo technique

Generate initial glass strength
at a crack(Mj, αk) :
Si(Mj, αk) from Eq.(8)
Obtain time-dependent glass
strength located at Mj, oriented
normal to αk
S(Mj, αk, t) from Eq.(7)

Move to next
Judge whether glass plate failed or not
S(Mj, αk, t) <σ(Mj, αk, t) ?

(Mj, αk)
Yes (failure)

When finished simulation
at all locations and directions
Next glass plate
(1~10000)
Obtain failure time, tf, of plate

Search minimum failure time
at all locations and directions;
tf =tf min =min(tf (Mj, αk))

Fig.8 Flow chart of numerical simulation

3.2

INPUT DATA
In the present numerical simulation, a monolithic annealed glass plate of
855mm×790mm×3mm, which is the same as the one used for full-scale breakage tests,
was assumed. The entire panel was divided into 225 element (Mj=M1~ M225) and each
element contains a crack having 10 different directions with increments of π/10 (αk=α1
~α10). The considered loading patterns are two ramp loadings used in full-scale
breakage tests.
Y, KIC, KIi Geometrical shape factor, Y, and fracture toughness, KIC, which are often
used by previous researchers, were employed. Y=1.12 was selected as the one
corresponding to a long single-ended crack in a semi-infinite solid. Concerning to KIC,
the value which corresponds to the one of a soda-lime silicate glass (KIC=0.75) was
utilized. In the present analysis, an initial stress intensity factor, KIi, is assumed to be
equal to KIC, in order to place the results from simulation firmly the safer side of design
(Simiu and Reed 1983; 1984).
S0, m S0 and m were obtained by conducting ring-on-ring tests with small glass
specimens and they are S0(1m2)=67.7 (MPa) and m=4.88. All the specimens used for
the ring-on-ring tests were cut from the same glass plates used for the full scale
brakeage tests, which are plates produced in same production line, delivered/preserved
in same way.
A, n Coefficients A and n are related to crack growth. Their values vary depending on
the environment such as humidity and temperature, and those obtained in a similar
environment by different researchers also vary. In the present study, values of A and n
employed by Kawabata(1996)(denoted as ‘Case1’) and Gavanski (2009)(denoted as
‘Cases 2,3’) for their numerical simulations, as shown in Table.2, were used.
Table.2 Summary of input parameters employed in the current numerical simulations
Case1
So(1m2)
m
KIc
KIi
Y
A
n

3.46
16.64

Case2
67.7
4.88
0.75
0.75
1.12
1.08
16

Case3

1.08
19.69

σx(Mj, t), σy(Mj, t),τxy(Mj, t)
Stress components at a location of Mj on glass plate
surface were calculated by finite element method analysis (FEM analysis) using
ABAQUS6.8.2. Fig.9 shows a modeling of elastic support condition in FEM analysis. In
order to reduce calculation time, only 1/4 of the entire area of a square plate was
modeled. Elastic-support was modeled by replacing gasket with spring. Rigidity of
spring was decided based on the results of displacement measurement at the glass
plate supported with gaskets using laser displacement transducers. However, the loads
larger than 4kPa was not applied on the glass plate because there was a risk of
breaking glass. Hence, a relationship between pressure and displacement above 4kPa

was not measured and hence was assumed as shown with a dotted line in Fig.10.
Based on the applied pressure-displacement relationship, a relationship of pressure and
rigidity of spring was determined as shown in Fig.11.
Point where a spring is placed
Point where
displacement was measured

D: displacement
R: rotation

Modeling of
elastically support condition
Dx=0,
Ry =0

Glass plate
Gasket

Dx =Dy=0,
Rx = Ry = Rz =0

Spring
Dy=0,
Rx =0

Fig.9 Modeling of glass plate in FEM

Fig.10 Relationship of pressure and
displacement at edge of glass plate

Fig.11 Relationship of pressure and
rigidity of spring located at support points

3.3

EFFECT OF SUPPORT CONDITION
Fig.12 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of failure pressures, pf,
obtained for the glass plates elastically supported and those simply supported in order
to quantify the effect of support condition on glass failure pressure. As for the results for
simple support condition, the modeling on FEM analysis is based on Gavanski (2009)
and the input parameters used for numerical simulation are set as Case2 as shown in
Table.2. It is found that the magnitude of failure pressure of elastic support is smaller
than that of simple support, but there is no difference in their COVs (i.e., the shape of
CDF is the same). This means that a different stress field on glass plates, which was
caused by the difference in support conditions, seems to affect only failure pressure
level but not its variation.
According to Kawabata (1996), the effect of support condition on the failure
pressure varies depending on glass plate size. Hence, the relationship of the failure
pressures between different glass plate support conditions obtained in the current can
vary for different plate size.

Fig.12 Comparison of CDFs of failure pressure obtained
with elastically support condition and simply support condition

3.4 COMPARISONS WITH FULL-SCALE BREAKAGE TEST RESULTS
Fig.13 shows comparisons between full-scale breakage test results (presented as
“o” in the figure) and the numerical simulation results (presented as lines), for two ramp
loading cases (16.4(Pa/sec) and 230(Pa/sec)). “Case3” of the numerical simulation
relatively corresponds to the test results in both loading cases, compared to other two
cases. However, further improvement is necessary, especially on the variation of failure
pressure where the one of numerical simulation results is bigger than the one of test
results.

(a) Ramp1 (16.4(Pa/sec))
(b) Ramp2 (230(Pa/sec))
Fig.13 Comparisons with full-scale breakage test results
This difference in failure pressures is unlikely to have caused by the use of elastic
support condition since it affects only the magnitude of failure pressure but not its COV
as explained in 3.3. As shown in Table.2, since the input variable except A and n are the
same among 3 cases considered in the numerical simulation, the effect of A and n must
directly appear in Fig.13 and n seems to have the most influence on the simulation
results. Hence, the influence of A and n on the numerical simulation results is further
examined.
According to Simiu and Reed (1983; 1984), A and n represent the effect of
temperature and humidity on glass strength. Hence, if the combination of A and n used
in the current numerical simulation does not capture the environment where full-scale
breakage tests were conducted, the disagreement between numerical simulation results
and full-scale breakage test results is expected. However as explained in Section 3.2,
the values of A and n obtained in the situation close to the present test condition are
rather limited. Therefore, in the current study, a parametric study was conducted in
order to clarify the effect of A and n on glass failure pressure in the range of the A and n
values obtained by previous studies (0.1 to 50 for A and 15 to 25 for n).
Fig.14 shows the results when the value of n was varied. A was fixed to 1.08 and
other parameters were set as shown in Table.2. It is found that both magnitude of failure
pressure and its COV values increased as n increases and a small difference in n
seems to have large effect on failure pressure. Even if A is set to other values, the trend
found herein does not change.

Fig.14 Effect of varying value of n on failure pressure
Fig.15 shows the results when the value of A was varied. n was fixed to 16 and
other parameters are set as shown in Table.2. It is found that the magnitude of failure
pressure increases as A decreases. However, COV is constant regardless of the value
of A and this corresponds to the fact that the numerical simulation results of Cases 1
and 2 in Fig.13 are not much different. Even if n is set to other values, the trend found
herein does not change.

Fig.15 Effect of varying value of A on failure pressure

The fact that A affects only the magnitude of failure pressure but does not affect
COV (show in Fig.16) of failure pressure can be a useful observation for capturing the
effect of humidity on failure pressure in the numerical simulation. In the present
full-scale breakage tests, it was hypothesized that the difference in failure pressure

levels obtained under ramp loadings and Dynamic loading was caused by the difference
in humidity during the tests while there were no differences in COV of failure pressure.
This fact indicates that humidity only affects the magnitude of failure pressure but not
the COV of failure pressure. Considering the results of the parametric studies, A seems
to be a parameter representing humidity and there is a possibility that the current
numerical simulation can capture the difference in failure pressure caused by humidity
by selecting the appropriate A. This will be examined in the forthcoming study.

Fig.16 Effects of varying A and varying n on COV of failure pressure
Having understood the effect of both A and n on failure pressure, the combination
of A and n which can capture the full-scale breakage test results was pursued. However,
it was found that this is not possible unless A smaller than the value obtained by
previous studies is employed if the other input variables are set as shown in Table.2.
Among S0, m, KIC, KIi and Y, S0 and m are believed to affect the numerical simulation
results since they must be directly related to the conditions of ring-on-ring tests.
S0 and m are initial strength parameters. They are Weibull parameters of initial
strength, Si_ring, which is obtained by converting failure stress from ring-on-ring tests
considering the strength reduction due to static fatigue during the ring-on-ring tests. S0
(1m2) =67.7(MPa) and m =4.88 were obtained using the results of 25 specimens in the
present study. Since the glass strength has a high variability, the obtained results can
change significantly by changing the number of data used for the calculation of S0 and m.
This was examined in Fig.17 and Table.3. “No.2-No.25” means the smallest failure
stress result among 25 results was eliminated for the calculation of S0 and m. As seen in
Fig.17, the Weibull distribution fit to the failure stress changes dramatically by changing
the number of data and accordingly, the values of S0(1m2) and m also change as shown
in Table.3. This result indicates that the specimen number of 25 was not enough for the
determination of stable S0 and m and this may be a cause of the disagreement between
numerical simulation results and the full-scale breakage test results.

Table.3
Weibull parameters for initial glass
strength S0(1m2) and m
Data used
No.1-No.25
No.2-No.25
No.3-No.25
No.1-No.24

S0(1m2)(Mpa)
67.7
80.1
95.6
75.0

m
4.88
5.37
5.99
5.26

Fig.17 Weibull distribution fit
on initial glass strength from ring-on-ring test
4. CONCLUSIONS
In order to investigate the strength of elastically-supported glass plates subjected
to wind load, full-scale breakage tests and numerical simulation which can predict glass
failure pressure were performed.
In full-scale breakage tests, it was found that the results are consistent with the
assumption that the damage accumulation of glass is independent of loading patterns
when glass plates are elastically supported. In addition, humidity seems to affect the
obtained failure pressures significantly.
The current numerical simulation could not predict full-scale breakage test results
with enough accuracy and this was not because of the glass support condition but the
other reasons. In order to clarify this cause, parametric studies on the parameters
believed to affect the numerical simulation results were conducted. It was found that
there is a limit in the modification of adjusting only the parameters of A and n, and it is
necessary to consider the effect of initial strength. Based on the results of parametric
study, a modification on the numerical simulation will be attempted.
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